W

hat’s the difference between “another banquet” and one that lives long after in the
minds of your guests? Often it’s not the food or the venue, but the entertainment.
That’s Jeff Evans’ job - making corporate events fun and unforgettable with his special
style of entertainment.
Count on Jeff Evans' interactive magic to capture your guests’ attention and bring out the
laughs and smiles! You'll hear screams of laughter and see looks of amazement as Jeff
works his magic, featuring your participants as stars of his performance. Both strolling
and stand-up shows are available to best fit the venue and number of guests you expect.
And, if you have a special theme or person you would like involved in the show, Jeff can
customize a routine to make it happen in a magical way.

Hassle-free Entertainment
Selecting entertainment is the smallest of your concerns when planning an event. Invite Jeff
to perform, and you never need to worry about having the right equipment. Jeff travels with
his own tables, sound system, and music. His show is honed to it’s funniest and best with
250+ shows per year.
His magic peers agree, having awarded him seventeen first-place finishes at magic
competitions ranging from Arizona to Calgary.
Jeff takes care of the little details to make your job easy so you
can relax and enjoy the event. Backdrops and portable stage
lighting are available for more
“You added that special touch that
helped make our social a success. I
theatrical productions.
think you had the people in awe! Many
positive comments were received.”
-Jack Blain
Education Consulting Service
“Everyone commented on how much
they enjoyed your magic… I think you
did a fantastic job!”
-Pam Raphael, Microsoft
“My jaw dropped almost every time he
did a trick. The times that it didn't
drop, I was laughing hysterically.”
-Alicia Lofgren
IBM Global Services

Call today for booking information
and to reserve your date. You’ll feel
great when your guests thank you for
planning such a successful event!

Jeff Evans

Not all entertainment happens on a stage. The
most memorable experiences are those that
happen to you. Jeff Evans' strolling magic is
this kind of personal entertainment.
“Your show is every bit as good as the magic shows my
husband and I saw in Las Vegas.”
-Kathy Clarke, Pepsi Cola

“Our guests were mesmerized as Jeff performed amazing,
mystifying tricks right at their table. His talents brought
smiles and wide-eyed intrigue to the faces of everyone in
the circle around him.”
-Lynn LaDoe, Microscan Systems, Inc.

“Many of our staff continue to make comments about
what a memorable evening it was… We owe much of the
success of our event to you and we will definitely be
calling you again for future banquets.”
-Pat McKay, Providence Hospital
Human Resources Manager

E

ver wonder what you would actually see if
you were in-person at a magic television
special or experiencing a Las Vegas magic
revue?
When the impossible happens in this up-close
environment, the impact is magnified — people
react! Your guests can experience a similar
feeling with Jeff Evans’ strolling magic.
The fun just happens as Jeff travels from groupto-group, mingling with your guests. They
participate in the magic.

Strolling is ideally suited for big audiences that are
spread over a large area at banquets, socials, and
business functions.
• No stage or sound system is required.
• Each group gets its own show.
• Jeff’s performing doesn't interfere with the flow
of other activities.
• Presentations can be customized to include your
product or service.
• There’s a lot of audience participation, including
miracles that actually happen in the hands of a
spectator!

Repeat Clients That Recognize Quality Entertainment
Microsoft • Boeing • Pepsi Cola • R. E. I. • Oh Boy, Oberto • Highline Radiologists • CH2O, Inc.
Trus Joist MacMillan • Pacific Coast Showcase • Lucky Eagle Casino • The Housing Mart • Columbia Beverage
Department of Licensing • Dept. of Social Health & Services • Fuller’s Market Basket and many others...

Availability is limited. To reserve
your date, simply pick up the phone
and call to learn more and let Jeff help
make your event an unforgettable
success.

